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Our Saddle Form Planters have many strong points such as higher coverage, higher survival rate; cost 
little time to assemble, recycled material, no pollution, environment-friendly; Resist to high 
temperature, corrosion, wear. 

This planter range is suitable for outdoor landscaping, it can be used in many places, such as building 
balcony, window rail, stair rails, building roof stand ups, street guardrail and all kind of separation rails 
or walls. Dress up your deck and add colour to your front porch with these convenient self-mounting 
planters. They slip right over deck railings without tools or fasteners, and they won't blow away or fall 
off. 
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Installation Methods
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Product Features

1) Easy to install

2) The planter has the functions of water storage-drainage, avoiding rot of the roots caused bywater-
logging after heavy rain.

3) One set of this product contains two planters, which can combine into a saddle form. The width of 
the saddle form planters is adjustable according to the actual width of the fence or rail. Thanks to this 
scientific design, the planters can ride on the fence, railing or guardrail firmly and safely without any 
other accessories.

4) Each planter is composed by the under layer and the above layer, which creates four space for 
implanting plants, and it will turn into a flower box when the plants flourish and cover the planter.
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Irrigation System

With self-watering irrigation system, through the main water pipe and flow control valve, the water can 
be transferred to each planter and through the planter drainge the water amount in each planter can 
be controlled.

Also we supply an easy to use Micro Irrigation Drip System which will ensure that all your plants receive 
the correct measure of watering. The system allows you to water all planters and containers which are 
connected to the system with one controlling system.

Product Irrigation System Schematic & Micro Irrigation Drip System
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